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Name________________________________ S.N.____
Date________ Per____
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY AND PHYLOGENY
BACKGROUND: You have just completed an activity in which you made a cladogram showing the
evolutionary relationships between seven organisms. The data used to draw that cladogram was based on shared
characteristics that were inherited from their ancestors.
Biochemical characteristics, like similarities in nuclear DNA, mitochondrial DNA, or protein structure,
can be used to produce cladograms also. If there is strong agreement between the patterns produced using
anatomical similarities and those produced by using biochemical structures, it provides what we call "independent
confirmation" of the cladogram. Independent confirmation is where two or more sources of evidence that are
not dependent on each other produce the same pattern. The more independent confirmation that is available, the
more confidence we have that the evolutionary relationships shown in the cladogram are correct.
In this activity, we will examine and compare the amino acid sequence of a protein. All seven of the
organisms used in the previous activity produce this protein (it is a homologous protein). The complete sequence
of amino acids for this protein has been determined for many organisms, including six of those seven animals. We
assume that if we find fewer differences in the amino acid sequences, those animals are more closely related. (Be
prepared to discuss why we can make this assumption.)
PROCEDURES: You have already done and discussed the activity entitled "Making Cladograms". The
final cladogram produced in that activity (using anatomical similarities) is shown below. You may be asked to
work in groups of four, and share the following task with your partners.
You will be provided with a chart (Fig.36.2) showing the amino acid sequence in a protein that is
homologous for the 20 organisms shown, including six of the seven organisms already studied (data on this
protein is not available here for the lamprey). The name of the protein is cytochrome-c. It is an enzyme that is
important in the breakdown of food molecules by a cell. It helps release the energy in food molecules so that it can
be used by the cell. Each amino acid is represented by a unique letter in the chart.
Compare the sequence of amino acids (letters) in human cytochrome-c to the sequences for each of the 5
remaining animals (shown in the diagram below) by counting the number of differences. HINT: Highlight or
underline the organism being checked, then circle each amino acid which is different from the one above it in the
human sequence (use pencil). It helps to use a ruler or other straight edge. Notice that the amino acids showing
no differences in any of the organisms are surrounded with vertical boxes, so you can just ignore them when you
scan the line of letters. When an organism has a "-" instead of an amino acid, that means there is no amino acid
there. When comparing a "-" to an organism that has an amino acid at the position, it should be considered as a
difference. When both organisms have a "-" at that spot, it is not considered as a difference.
Record the number of differences next to each animal's name. Compare your numbers with those of your
team members. If there is a discrepancy, repeat the scan and count.
Record the confirmed number of amino acid differences in the appropriate hexagon on the cladogram
below (below the vertical arrow pointing to that animal). Answer the Analysis questions (overpage).
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ANALYSIS
1. Does the data from the amino acid sequence generally agree with the anatomical data that was used to make this
cladogram? (i.e., do organisms with fewer shared anatomical traits also have more amino acid
differences?)_______
2. Based on the molecular data, make a general statement about the "human-monkey" relationship as compared
to the "duck-chicken" relationship (which shows three differences in their amino acids).

3. If the molecular data, the structural similarities, and the fossil record all support the same pattern of
relationships, can we be fairly confident that the pattern is correct?_______ Why?

4. A) Using the molecular data, make a general statement which compares the "human-kangaroo" relationship
("H-K")to the "human-frog" ("H-F") relationship.
B)!Does the cladogram agree with this statement?______
C)!Explain your reasoning.
A:

C:
5. The chicken and the turkey are both birds and have the same sequence of amino acids in their cytochrome-c
protein. Explain how two different species can have identical cytochrome-c and still be different species.

6. Neurospora and (bread mold) and Saccharomycetes (bakers yeast) are both fungi. Chickens and turkeys are
both birds. A)!What can you say about the evolutionary relationships between the two birds compared
to the relationship between the two fungi? B)!Explain your reasoning (use of simple diagrams might
help).

7. In a short paragraph, summarize what important information can be obtained from cladograms (NOT the info
that was used to make the cladograms).
(Possible Alternative, if so directed: With your group, write two paragraphs in which you summarize
what cladograms are all about, and draw conclusions from the data presented in the chart. The first
paragraph should summarize how cladograms are made and what important information can be obtained
from them. The second paragraph should be the conclusions that you make about the relationships of the
seven organisms studied in this activity and the previous one. Think this conclusion through thoroughly
first, and discuss with your group what should be included in it. Incomplete, sketchy, or sloppy
conclusions will be given back to be re-done.)

